
   
      

 

      

     Since the day of my birth, I have always lived in the United States Of America.  It was only during my 

time in the Marine Corps that I experienced life outside the U.S.  It didn’t matter which country I visited, I 

was always excited to get back Home.  We know and understand that “Home is where the Heart is”.  

Well, my heart is in the America. I knew while growing up and fought for as a young man.   

* The America that offered freedom and justice for all.  

* The America whose Government provided protection against all enemies, foreign and domestic.  

* The America we Combat Veterans fought for in every war.  

* The America that offered such an opportunity for success that the world calls it “The American Dream”. 
 

     Millions of freedom seeking individuals from foreign countries, have had such a desire to become a part 

of this nation that they waited and studied for years to legally become an American Citizen.  Today we are 

witnessing the attempted destruction of the “American Dream” which guarantees the destruction of “Middle 

Class America”.  This destruction and chaos is caused by illegal and lawless acts by individuals - Domestic 

and Foreign. Their main support comes through the power of the Elite Class within our society to include 

our Government.  Millions have stormed the gates of our Nation to steal and thus destroy the dream that 

the world desires.  Sadly, we are watching our dreams of Peace, Security and Success as a great nation - 

not so slowly - dissolve before our very eyes. 
 

     Each of us must not only open our eyes and ears to what is going on around us, but open our mind to 

the obvious cause.  There is only one group in our society that has the Will - the Financial Means and the 

Evil desire to cause our nation to fall into the “Black Hole Power” of Communism.  No, it’s not the Liberal 

Democratic Party - but some.  No - it’s not the Conservative Republican Party - but some.  No - it’s not the 

Independents - but some. 
   

     The greatest enemy against Freedom and the American way of life, is the group that hides in the 

shadows of all the Evil and Chaos we are experiencing.  This group is special. Their membership is made 

up of self-serving, evil minded individuals from each Political Party and Large Corporations.  They slither 

behind the scenes of life like the spirit of the Anti-Christ  and remain untouched by the Anarchy that threat-

ens America. Their name is not “Legion” although their destructive power and Anti-American slogans are 

powered by the same spirit of Satan.  The name of the enemy of Free America is - “ELITEISM”. This is 

the only group that always remains untouched by any adverse action taken against our Nation.  The       

Anarchists are supported by them. The multiple abbreviated named Mobs and Rioters are nothing more 

than Paid Assassins contracted by them.  And of course those  “few I believe” Politicians make up the  

trigger group that provides the way for them to escape prosecution.  Oh yes, don’t let me forget about the 

Corrupt and Fake News Media that provides their Cover. The “ELITESTS” never worry. They simply 

thrive from the destruction of Civility.  Until their created Frankenstein from hell turns on them - and they 

are affected by their own evil creation, the Christian American Citizen must stay strong, continue to                

Salute our Flag, Pray and Worship our God.  
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